Since 2020, Alena Douhan holds the mandate of **UN Special Rapporteur** on negative impacts of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights. In this moderated talk, the Special Rapporteur will elaborate on experiences with her mandate and share insights from country visits. On the day of the talk, the Special Rapporteur will have just returned from her visit to **Venezuela**. The talk with subsequent questions by the audience is addressed to persons with an interest in the UN and human rights or with an interest in Venezuela or the region of the Americas. This event is part of the **IFHV’s Cluster on Human Rights and Humanitarian Protection** and the **Interest Group on Human Rights of the European Society of International Law**. Everyone is welcome!

**Zoom-Link:** ruhr-uni-bochum.zoom.us/j/96167359007?pwd=eURMV3VIMFFncEZwZXkyVkpRQjhOQT09

**Passcode:** 515359